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THE CAMPUS FLUX AND TENSION

The Jewish collegian, until rather recently, was the neglected
orphan of Jewish communal concern. Minimal attention was
paid to him except by those particular agencies like the B'nai
B'rith Hillel Foundations which, over four decades ago, as-
sumed responsibility for the student's welfare. Otherwise, his
integral role in the larger Jewish body politic was just formally
acknowledged. An explosive campus crisis like the charge of
anti-Semitism was dramatic enough to catch the eye of the
adult world. The passing of the crisis, however, meant an im-
mediate return to the normalcy of general passivity. The Ortho-
dox community had even less practical reason for immediate
concern. Their European origin was still very current history
and their immigrant struggle for survival permitted an even
smaller college constituency. Very few could afford a college
education at that time!

The present scene is different. Every worthwhile organiza-
tion now places the student on its agenda and hardly a con-
ference passes without a plethora of resolutions on this sub-
ject. Public relations officers are then hard-put to conjure up at
least one unprecedented program which is bound to revolu-
tionize and to redeem this "exaggerated generation."

Such a new and emergent interest is, of course, welcome -- and
long overdue. In fact, it would be a creative and refreshing
phenomenon were it grounded in deeper understanding and ex-
perience. Unfortunately the whole excitement betrays a sense
of crisis which frequently borders on the frantic. There is too
little sober thinking. Despite the complexity •of the situation,
it is treated as if it were one simple cesspool of hippyism, radi-
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calism and inter-marriage. Every group volunteers to play the
role of redeemer. For these activists it might be beneficial to
note the observation of the former president of Sarah Lawrence
College, Dr. Harold Taylor: "The denunciation of the young
is a necessary part of the hygiene of older folk. It greatly re-
lieves the nerves and assists in the circulation of the blood."

There is, of course, sufficient reason for communal involve-
ment even in the normal campus condition. Three hundred and
fifty thousand young people are in and of themselves quite de-
serving of closer attention by those very adults who will have
to look to them for the resources of leadership and participation
in the community of tomorrow. After all, the university of to-
day no longer constitutes just a small and select elite. About
three of every four of the Jewish youth between the ages of
seventeen and twenty-one will spend several years there. If
they are to be reached at all during this period, the campus
will be their address. This is not all! Fifty to sixty percent of
this group will spend several more years in some graduate
school. The total number of years away from parental and
neighborhood influence then becomes very substantial — any-
where from two to eight years.

These years correspond to what the behavioral scientists have
identified as the time for identity search and conviction forma-
tion. Ideas and ideals hitherto cherished as family or group
traditions are now exposed to the competitive ferment and chal-
lenge of other systems of thought and commitment, and often
jettisoned. Such a process will hold especially true for the bur-
geoning group of Jewish men and women, estimated at 30,000
already, who have chosen to spend their professional lives as
college faculty or researchers. For them, the campus ethos is
their main culture, around whose mores they will build their
life and that of their families. They also become in many ways
the models for the aspiring young Jewish intellectual.

It is patent that any program for American Jewish con-
tinuity and creativity (they are operationally indivisible) must
give campus life a high priority of interest. The absence of the
Torah presence could prove nigh fatal for thousands of tradi-
tional college students. The rest of the Jewish student body, too,
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would be deprived of an option for fuller Jewish living, to which
more and more are now becoming receptive. In any event, Or-
thodoxy has the obligation to see to it that such a dialogical
confrontation be made available, not in organizational terms —
which would only duplicate the confusing competition of the
adult community — but in intellectual and religious dimen-
sions which could prove healthy and contributive.

The admitted purpose of this essay is, therefore, to plead for
an aroused but responsible concern regarding the nature and
content of the college experience. Such an understanding might
then motivate lay and rabbinic leadership to invest a much
greater part not alone of public funds but of private vigor, vision
and talent in the vital task of bringing the two worlds of the
campus and the community. Jewish tradition and peoplehood
cannot afford the luxury of isolating town from gown.

In order to cover the material with some measure of ade-
quacy this paper will be divided into three parts. The first sec-
tion will attempt to present a general outline of the campus
culture; the second will draw a broad portrait of the Jewish
student, and the last will essay an over-all analysis of the Ortho-
dox student constituency.

Two caveats are in order at the very outset. First, there is no
hard and fast body of expertise in this field. The subject as well
as the locus are now so complex and the information is altogether
too selective and fragmentary. The campus itself, especially
during the last few years, is also too mercurial, even revolu-
tionary, in terms of the changes going on. How does one, in
such a mass operation, know what that elusive quality called
student opinion, let alone, student conviction, really is?

Secondly and derivatively, one dare not expect in such a uni-
verse or multiverse of human interests a simplistic, black or
white description — a characteristic all too typical of talks re-
garding young people in general and students in particular. This
effort will therefore be a very tentative one, unavoidably in-
cluding much ambiguity, ambivalence and even outright con-
tradiction. Yet, together, these inconsistencies will represent a
more authentic mirror of the campus situation than otherwise;
for it resembles the early days of Creation when "light and dark-
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ness functioned confusedly together." The reality of actual living
shares less of serenity than it does of oceanic agitation and fer-
ment. The miracle and mystery of life consist, in part, of man's
ability to maintain this dialectical tension in delicate and sus-
tained balance. No less — and no more — should be expected
from our college exploration.

1. THE GENERAL CAMPUS ETHOS

What are the values, intellectual and spiritual, most highly
prized on academe? Certainly the greatest emphasis is still on
the rational and empirical. Objective and conceptual thinking
as in syllogistic reasoning or in experimental evidence are still
the basic criteria of truth (or truths) taught to the student. This
inheritance of the eighteenth and nineteenth century, so manifest
in the growing secularization of the larger community, is also
found in strength on campus. There is, however, a crucial modifi-
cation. Reason and the scientific method are no longer absolute
monarchs, reigning supreme over all they survey. In recent years
there has been greater humility stemming from an awareness
that while these two sources of knowing may be vital and valid
within their own disciplines they do not happen to exhaust in
understanding all of reality. A person's religion is therefore no
longer attacked or mocked as in yesteryear. That would be uni-
versally condemned as, at least, poor academic taste. For faith
as a personal category is accepted and respected. Any attempt,
however, to introduce it as a canon for truth, too, will usually
be met with resistance. Faith is not regarded as equal to the
queries of the scientific man; it is inferior and inadequate. In
other words, the campus still remains highly committed to the
rational, even though it is no longer totally rationalistic. The
empirical is central, but the student is not idolatrously em-
piricistic.

A visitor to the university need not therefore be surprised to
find such a student assume a stance in the area of, say, morality
or spiritual values which is not philosophical at all but highly
personalistic and existential. His rights and wrongs will not be
predetermined on the basis of some general principle or ideal.
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On the contrary he will be suspicious of such abstractions and
on the whole remain unresponsive to systems of either thought
or action. When confronted by such a "neat package," his re-
tort is "I'm no statistic and no robot." This mind-set also over-
flows into his attitude of mistrust for large, mass entities. His
experience has persuaded him that huge, corporate bodies like
Governments, Businesses, Unions, Parties, States and Adminis-
trations are inevitably prone to corruption and self-perpetuation.
They will therefore not get his unquestioned trust. The most
basic reality consequently becomes the "I" which he at least
knows best and can rely on best. In its terms he attempts to de-
fine his own existence and stake in life. In its terms he will
make value judgments even when he unselfishly faces the world
outside himself. "What is my obligation to my family and/or
my friends? What is my relationship to be regarding my city or
my country? What is my involvement in the events going on
about me?"

A priori truths and elaborate theories of history or social
reality do not impress him. He's just not out to achieve salva-
tion either for himself or for mankind. Utopian schemes seem
in his judgment to have had their fruition in the birth of Com-
munism and Fascism, Socialism and Nazism, Nationalism and
Capitalism. These all-encompassing theories have failed and
have spawned World Wars, a holocaust, _atomic fall-out and
the damocletian threat of inter-continental - missiles armed with
nuclear warheads. The present-day collegian consequently plays
it cool and pragmatic. He is satisfied to limit his scope and con-
cern to particular issues and specific events, to problems that
are current and concrete, those that will be amenable to trial
and error solutions on the part of rational men. The result of
such resolutions will at least add up to some operational wis-
dom, itself applicable to other situations. In brief this student
focuses not on some great cause, world ideology or revolutionary
institution but on the special social questions to which these
causes, ideologies and institutions claim to be an answer for
all times.

The focus and direction is then not on any "end of days."
The student's life is "here and now." He does not revel in the
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glories claimed about the past nor does he respond enthusias-
tically to the glowing promises held out for the future. The
former are too replete with betrayal and the latter too remote
and elusive. He is after all the child of an atomic and atomizing
civilization which does not encourage encumbrances by a high
and noble sense of history. It is not that he does not want to
learn from the experience of history and even to master it but
he refuses to be mastered by it. Somehow he feels that it is the
only way in which to keep his individuality and integrity.

We have a montage of a culture where the contemporary
world and its immediate concerns are the prime concentrations
of the modern student. This is where he plans to work out, in
personal as well as rational terms, his own and his group's
salvation and to find the fullest• measure of fulfillment that he
is capable of.

With this value posture go a radical affirmation and almost
total absolutization of the worth and centrality of the individual
as well as his radical right to freedom. These givens are prob-
ably the only dogmas that are rather universally accepted on
campus. In fact in the minds of most students, they are the
most cogent characteristics of what they consider essentially and
enduringly American and Western. In this stance, they seem
to be becoming increasingly militant and uncompromising.
Moreover, these "articles of faith" motivate them to confront
the authority of the past and to insist upon re-examining ab initio
all claims upon their compliance or loyalty, no matter how
ancient or hallowed they may be. There are no taboos for the
microscope. There must be none for the intellect either. This
challenge also extends to the authority of the present. The
student feels empowered to take issue not just with some par-
ticular expression of that authority whether it be in the realm
of political system, morality, language, dress or drugs. But the
real and visceral question now is whether anyone has the right
to impose a will or decision unless it is first freely accepted.
Students realize of course the realistic need for some authority
but they question the legitimacy of its source. For there is noth-
ing holy about authority per se. It is right when just and wrong
when unjust. Respect and obedience must depend on that right-
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ness and justness. Without such legitimacy and morality, au-
thority is reduced to brute force and such power can be met in
turn by the weapon of "turning off." That one does not have to
be a "hippy" or utilize drugs for such a defense can be attested
to by countless beleaguered parents and professors of civilly un-
cooperative children and students.

As expected, such an approach is bound to affect the prevail-
ing attitude to community as well. The classical idea of com-
munity as a corporate entity having rightful existence and va-
lidity apart from the individual and bestowing some measure of
life and rights and values upon its members so that some claim
can in turn be made upon their sense of duty and sacrifice ---
this concept has long been under grave question. But even the
notion of community as an entity established by and with the
consent of the governed, to which certain personal rights have
been ceded in return for protection of life, liberty, property and
the opportunity for happiness — this too is under serious scru-
tiny. For so far it has been assumed that these rights ceded
voluntarily can be retrieved by duly constituted processes only
by the group but not by the single individual. Today, the issue
is being reopened. Why can't the individual take back that
which he has given away since he is the moral corner-stone of
that very social entity? In fact, did he have any right to give
such a right away except on a kind of lend-lease basis? In such
a theoretical framework, community would be only a voluntary
but constantly renewable act of identification on the part of an
aggregate of free persons who desire to band and work to-
gether!

Thus the source of authority is shifted from the "we" to the
"I", from the group to the person. This has nothing to do with
selfishness — though it is a kind of intellectual self-centeredness.
Even in a life of total selflessness and social idealism, it is the
individual who must determine this way of life. The norms of
the past and of the collective must first pass muster before his
bar of judgment if they are to have a legitimate claim to his
free-willed and full-hearted obedience. This "philosophy" is, to
be sure, not always articulated or spelled out. It does, however,
seem to pervade the campus air, slowly becoming the "habit of
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mind" for more and more collegians.
This is the larger side of the campus montage. There is, how-

ever, a smaller one which qualitatively is, nevertheless, quite
significant because it is recent and emergent.

In a book entitled Belief and Unbelief Michael Novak pre-
sents his thesis that the crisis of belief which continues from
yesterday has begun to develop a parallel and dialectical crisis
of unbelief. Despite all of man's outer gloating about his amaz-
ing victories over nature, he is inwardly wracked by an un-
mitigated malaise and discontent. Intellectual man especially
seems gnawingly aware, to quote a telling sentence from Profes-
sor Neils S. Ferre's article in the Saturday Review (7/1/67) en-
titled "Does Man Really Want Peace", that "science has itself
proved a god with feet of clay, impotent to make man choose
his own salvation and to control his own weapon of destruc-
tion." Moreover the historic trauma of tyrannical Communism
and barbaric Naziism has inflicted upon his inner life a gaping
wound from which he is not easily recuperating. His romantic
faith in humanity lies in shambles and even his confidence in
his own potential for good seems severely shaken. Rational man
seems no match at all for his own irrationality. Demons are per-
haps less medieval than we thought. All this has left an aching
void in his being, a condition which human nature, no more
than nature, can tolerate.

The student, too, responds to the precarious mood of modern
times and senses, as no previous generation, did the utter un-
predictability and uncertainty of tomorrow — if there will be
one. Add to this the paradox that scientific probing into the
vastness of outer space has not diminished the mystery of living
but deepened and complicated the concern about its force and
causes. To be sure, all kinds of theories and explanations are
offered regarding the origin of the universe but what remains
least explicable is the existence of any existence at all. When
such doubts and queries assail youth, conventional and normal
categories of thought provide no refuge. "Many hundreds of
thousands of young Americans," states Mr. Novak, "have grown
up in households that have not been religious but enlightened.
Unprejudiced by an anti-intellectual religious upbringing, some
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are raising again the religious questions."
Thus the world of the student is decidedly a secular society,

but it is not secularistic. The religious moment and thrust are
not totally absent. The general student of our day, even the
disbeliever, may not want to commit himself to that which he
cannot "prove," yet he simultaneously shares with his peers a
suspicion about all absolute "isms" including atheism. He pre-
fers the painful insecurity of the dangling man suspended agnos-
tically across the chasm of such life questions as Purpose, Des-
tiny or Reality. These are still open-ended for him and he will
remain open to them. He will not hesitate therefore to wrestle
with them, Jacob-like, in the wee hours of a bull session or in
the more private atmosphere of a téte-a-tete.

Novak's claim may find corroboration in the series of studies
conducted regarding the development of religious life. A Cornell
survey of eleven institutions made a few years ago confirmed
the existence of substantial disbelief (about 25%) but never-
theless revealed that about eighty percent of the students felt a
strong need for a religious philosophy of life. Moreover, about
seventy-five percent of all four year colleges and close to ninety
percent of state universities are already offering some course(s)
in religion. Twenty percent of these universities have formal
departments of religion. Above all, however, the enrollment in
these subjects seems to be on the ascendant everywhere.

Study is of course not synonymous with religious
piety or faith. Even these American students have eaten of "the
tree of knowledge" and more likely than not insist on "proof"
for the religious claim. As post-Freudians, they are, in William
Hamilton's apt terms, "the knowing ones, not the believing
ones." For this kind of mind-set they have been effectively con-
ditioned if not brain-washed. Yet the religious dimension latent
in this persistent search ought not to be permitted to slip by.
Hume and Kant, it was thought, had permanently laid to rest
man's striving to demonstrate that intellectually God was an
indisputable fact of Existence. Yet the drive seems to go on
inexorably, proving perhaps a more important point. Man will
not and cannot live comfortably or rest easily as long as the
question of God's Reality remains unsolved. It is as if the
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"Hounds of Heaven" were really in pursuit of humanity. For to
find meaning in one's own life involves relating it to a total
scheme of meaningfulness for all of life. One cannot live mean-
ingfully only in terms of an act-to-act basis. Such logistics pro-
vide no direction and exact an exhausting expenditure of human
energy. Yet what is there in life itself which merits such com-
mitment or surrender — even if such a gesture were not alien
and even antithetical to the modern stance of freedom and in-
dividuality? This is the bind in which so many young people
seem to be caught.

At this point, it might be germane to underscore again that
the student in his pragmatism directs his existential search for
life-meaning towards personal, not abstract, ends. Pascal's Dieu
des savants, God as an explicative Principle is not what youth
is seeking. That kind of Deity has already been transformed into
an irrelevant Datum. His Being makes no vital difference in
terms of concrete living or experience. And that is exactly what
young people are concerned about -- life and experience. This
is why they get deeply exercised over a discussion regarding the
holocaust or the existence of God. Somehow they sense that
they are intimately related to life. They therefore have little use
for a Divinity who is indifferent and unhearing, oblivious in His
Majestic Otherness or No-Thingness to the anguish of puny
man. Such a God — who needs, wants or cares for Him?

Under such circumstances a simple or unsophisticated belief
seems hardly likely among college students. Professor Gabriel
Vahanian is probably correct when he asserts that "there may
well be no true faith without a measure of doubt." The con-
temporary picture certainly seems to make such a conclusion
inescapable. The guardians of the faith will therefore have to
gird themselves, both in knowledge and courage, for just such
a generation.

II. A PORTRAIT OF THE JEWISH STUDENT

When it comes to the Jewish constituency, the picture is not
dissimilar. The Jewish student has by and large "bought" the
cause of the rational and accepted without question the "tested
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verity" of the scientific approach. He will, however, argue its
defense just a little more ardently than others. His values, too,
are highly personalistic and he justifies them in terms of the
existential predicament of man. His repudiation of essential
authority will in many cases, however, be openly proclaimed
rather than privately held. Similarly, he is disproportionately
represented among political and social activists, populating not
alone the rank and file but the leadership as well. This holds
true both for the race question which was more popular yester-
day and the peace problem which still holds their attention
today.

It ought to be stated parenthetically that these activist move-
ments constitute no more than three to four percent of the col-
lege enrollment. Their impact, however, exceeds their numerical
strength not alone because these issues enjoy greater support
but because they often include some of the best minds and
hearts of our youth. They ought therefore to command our
earnest attention, even if we strongly disapprove of their style,
methods or goals. The grounds of their protest ought to be
understood and judged on their own merits.

As for the average Jewish student, to all intents and purposes
his Jewish cultural baggage is very shabby. The widespread
illiteracy which has for so long been supected is confirmed in
study after survey. What is amazing is that these findings still
elicit public consternation! The statistics have been available
and widely publicized. They reveal that only about fifty percent
of Jewish children get any kind of Jewish education at all, and
many of these on only a one-day-a-week Sunday School basis.
Moreover, around ninety percent or more do not continue be-
yond the fatal "religious" cut-off age of thirteen or so. Even
of those who attend Day Schools, only about twenty percent
continue in institutions of higher Jewish learning.

This is not, however, the whole story. A fund of facts need
not produce loyalty or devotion, for they can be irrelevant and
inert. In the pithy idiom of Horace Kallen, "dead knowlege wins
no living faith." The greater concern ought to include the ab-
sence of first-hand and vital Jewish experience during the im-
portant years of childhood and adolescence. Almost four de-
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cades removed from the self-contained communities of yester-
day — ghettos, if you like — this generation has known very
little of the tastes and smells, the sights and sounds of authentic
Jewish living. For too many college students, even the High
Holyday service back home or the Passover Seder .at grandpa's
are recalled with a nostalgia for passing childhood rather than
for any meaningful cultural or spiritual experience. The dis-
advantage of too little knowledge is therefore compounded by
the damage of too little experience, so that even those who
have to a degree learned or heard about Judaism have seldom
felt its throb and dynamic thrust.

As a result, young Jews are very confused by denominational
labels and the competing claims of the Orthodox, Conservative
and Reform. In fact they are meaningless in either their denota-
tions or connotations. Young people do not know enough about
Judaism to have them make a difference. More important, how-
ever, they have too little evidence before them from the lives
of their proponents that these claimed differences make a signi-
ficant difference in the way they live. As moderns they are less
concerned with confession and more with conduct, feeling as
Mark Twain did, "what you do speaks so loudly, I cannot hear
what you say." While a debate on the topic of "Orthodoxy, Con-
servatism and Reform" may stir heated controversy, it seldom
alters conviction.

Increasingly, moreover, these designations are arousing re-
sentment. In the eyes of the college students, institutional
religion has become separatistic and divisive -- and they resent
this. They do want to build bridges to their fellow Jews, and re-
ligion seems to stand in the way. Thus history wreaks its re-
venge. Faith in the past was, despite everything else, a cement-
ing and uniting force tying brother to brother above land and
language and culture. Now it threatens to become a dangerous
wedge, separating Jew from Jew. The solution to this dilemma
is far from our present leadership. The danger inherent in such
a situation dare not be ignored.

This confusion is not relieved by the modes and standards
present in adult life. The youth object that the Synagogue is
not a Sanctuary but a Social Hall and the Jewish Community,
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like society in general, is in actuality marked by social ambi-
tion, intellectual mediocrity and religious hypocrisy. The re-
cognized hero is neither the saint nor the scholar while the man
of wealth and power is acclaimed. If American Jewry genuinely
wants leaders of ideas and ideals, students challenge, then it
had better pay greater heed to Plato's dictum "Whom the com-
munity doth honor, youth will emulate."

For the more activist student, Judaism — as all religion — is
beginning to seem irrelevant. It just isn't "where the action is."
Young people are socially and at least emotionally involved in
such struggles as race relations, poverty, world starvation, apart-
heid, war, peace, civil liberties, automation, over-population
and the technological revolution. Yet, in these charged areas,
the voice of-religion seems very weak, if not totally silent. To be
sure, Rabbis of all shades preach that Judaism is a torat
chayim — a guide for all living. The student's major, if not sole,
contact with his spiritual leader is in a purely ritualistic and
clerical function. As one young fellow put it, "my Rabbi is busy
hatching, matching and dispatching." Religious leadership both
lay and rabbinic is not visible at the core of secular society,
only at its periphery. Youth, however, if it is to be drawn to
religion, would seek a God who in Dietrich Bonhoeffer's words
is "not on the edges but at the center of life." A classical Jew
would couch this thought in more liturgical language and state
that young people who are seeking for a God want One who is
not only a Kadosh, Kadosh, Kadosh, totally Other and Tran-
scendent but more forcefully, One who mlo khol haaretz kvodo,
is Everpresent and immanently active in the life and work of
man.

The student does not ask for packaged solutions, taken whole
from some file or book, no matter how sacred. Life is too
existential and concrete for him. He seeks shared and partici-
patory struggle in grappling with the issue at hand. But Judaism
is after all an ancient faith. Its eyes have seen and its curators
have recorded much that agonized and uplifted man in life. It
must have something to offer from its wisdom and experience —
some valuable insight, some new perspective, some novel ap-
proach, some saving understanding at least! That kind of in-
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volved leadership is expected from its spiritual mentors.
Finally there is the growing generational rift in the Jewish

family. Students are protesting that the lines of communication
between them and their parents are becoming more and more
clogged. For some, they are breaking down completely. "I just
can't talk to my parents any more," or "my parents just won't
understand," are now commonplace retorts from young people
when they are invited to take up some crucial problem at home.
The lament: "My parents are just too busy to bother with my
problems," seems particularly true regarding the father who
because of his heavy involvements in commercial, professional
or even communal affairs seems to be becoming for his
children "the absentee landlord" or, worse, "the tired and
shadowy man."

The universality of these problems cannot console the Jewish
community. To the Jewish people such a split strikes at the
jugular vein of its survival. The strongest bond tying youth to
its Jewish history, tradition, culture and even faith is not religio-
centric but ethnocentric, and the transmission belt for this
ethnocentric loyalty is the family. Hardly a study of intermar-
riage fails to underscore this point. The most powerful deter-
rent to marriage outside the group is for most Jews not any
strong religious set of convictions but parental and familial dis-
approval. To rupture this filial relationship especially in the
light of widespread illiteracy is to woo catastrophe.

Yet, mirabile dictu, despite all these disturbing disaffections
there is very little deliberate escapism. Indifference, passivity,
even organizational disaffiliation, yes, but not self-denial or
marranoism. To appreciate this social phenomenon one would
have to recall the mid and late thirties which the then National
Hillel Director, Dr. Abram Sachar, characterized as a period in
which the Jewish students "hemorrhaged from Jewish life." A
large percentage then chose to identify themselves to the college
authorities as "Unitarians," "Other Religions", etc., with self-hate
ranking highest as a contributing cause, perhaps right next to
the pressure of overt anti-Semitism. Fortunately this condition
no longer obtains. On the contrary, the student of today, even
the radical, does not hesitate to acknowledge his identity. For
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some, it is a badge of honor; it is "to be in."
What is unfortunate is that this self-affirmation and self-iden-

tification have remained largely verbal. There has been all too
little translation into overt living or even affiliation. The ex-
planation, apart from lack of interest might be sought on two
levels. The first and primary one is the very nature of contem-
porary college life. As with most students, grades, career, and
the draft are uppermost in their thinking. Judaism and even
Jewishness seem remote from their more immediate and har-
assing worries.

The second source of his non-involvement stems from the
nature of the American Jewish community. The adult world
does not take him into its deliberations, neither seeking his con-
sultation nor his active cooperation. On public occasions such
as rallies or parades he may be used as packaging or window
dressing. The presence of young people does help to inspire and
to lift the spirits of their elders. The participation however is
usually pro forma and has little to do with hammering out
policy. When students are called upon to do a "man's job", when
their assignment commands their involvement, then the re-
sponse is totally different. The proof was given in the Six Day
War. The Jewish students' immediate and overwhelming re-
sponse was no less inspiring than that of their elders. Thousands
of them answered the appeal for young volunteers to fill the
gaps left by the mobilization in face of the threat of Arab attack.
There were few second thoughts about foregoing exams, camp
jobs, summer research grants, August graduation or even career
opportunities. They were determined that there would not be
a second Auschwitz. They felt needed and wanted. The adult
leaders were calling upon them to do a crucial job. Their reply
was therefore spontaneous and unequivocal, almost in the pro-
phetic spirit of hineni — here we are!

As interesting as the spontaneous reaction were the reasoned
explanations the students tried to offer, as if an act had no
validity or integrity per se, without a rational explication. "You
know, I'm not very religious," was the apologetic beginning.
Then, "I'm not even a Zionist or a cultural Jew." Then finally,
as if exploding: "I've got to do something. I can't let them do
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that to the Israelis. They're my people." This was the general
tenor of the comments. But the presence of an immense re-
servoir for leadership and action has become crystal-clear. How
to tap it and channel it is a challenge for Jewish leadership!

It is fascinating to ponder why in this visceral quest for iden-
tity, non-religious definitions and rationalizations somehow
prove unsatisfactory. One would expect secular interpretations
of Jewish experience to win greater backing on campus. Yet,
the facts show that they are not on the march. Why? Is it that
the qualities of the tragic, the absurd, the unpredictable in life
in general or the sheer and inexplicable power of Jewish life to
survive against all natural odds — these are just too explosive
for the fragile containers of cultural theorization? But it is also
true that young people are not amenable to the traditional cate-
gories of Jewish history which deal with the mystery of Israel's
staying power in supra-historical and meta-historical dimen-
sions. In truth, youth belongs to no one yet!

Despite this, many unaffiliated students readily label them-
selves as "religious." They will have no part in the "oxies" or
"isms" of the larger community and are equally uncertain
whether they can even subscribe to a belief in any kind of God.
Yet they flock in enormous numbers to the Hillel services ar-
ranged for them on the High Holydays, although in a familiar
adult pattern, attend rather sparsely on other occasions, except
for such rite de passage events as Yahrzeit, Marriage or Bar
Mitzvah. Genuine and moving religious experiences, however,
are not shunned. On the contrary they are courted and cherished
when attained. Too often, however, they are sought and found
outside the "establishment."

Less dramatic but perhaps more telling is the search not alone
for identity but distinctiveness. "What makes the Jew unique?"
is a common question. "In a world which ideationally seems to
be drawing together, what justifies remaining apart?" is another.
If it is to be, however, then it must be for some overarching
purpose, for some difference that really makes a difference!
Ancestral worship, a glorious past, even inherited tradition will
not do. It must engage the now! In part, of course, this type
of question is a product of the ecumenical spirit of Christianity,
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whose impact has zeroed in on the Jewish community and pro-
vided a challenge to Jewish self-definition. This impact is real,
apart from any debate about the worthwhileness or danger of
the movement. It must therefore be dealt with earnestly and
constructively.

This phenomenon may account for the recent interest in
courses in religion displayed by Jewish students in school:s, „like
Brooklyn College and Queens College. In fact, in the writer's
own experience as religious leader for the students, he found,
generally, a ready welcome and an eagerness to discuss religious
topics when he visited among them.

Obvious hope can also be gleaned from the reservoir of leader-
ship and loyalty provided by the students in the B'nai B'rith
Hillel Foundations. Many of them are fortunate enough to have
a fairly good Jewish background and to have been exposed
during their youthful years to enriching Jewish experiences
within the various religious, Zionist, and communal organiza-
tions. To be sure they are a minority but they constitute a health-
ful, affirmative and visible Jewish community on campus. In
addition we have the corps that register for courses in Hebrew,
Bible and other cognate subjects on many campuses, attempt-
ing thereby to fill the lacunae in their background. Recently, too,
despite repeated obituaries, Yiddish culture and even Yiddish
as a language have reappeared on the horizon of student interest.
The greatest hope for the general student lies, however, in the
magnetism that Israel still holds for him. While not as popular
as Paris, Jerusalem still breathes a magic whose tug pulls in-
numerable students to the Holy Land. In addition to the normal
desire for an exciting vacation, a trip to the land of Israel comes
with the subtle expectation for some self-discovery. That most
are not disappointed was also made evident in the recent crisis
where large segments of the volunteers were of this very group
of "ex-tourists."

One other redeeming point! Young people are not much dif-
ferent from their parents in the degree of their inconsistency
(when critical of their elders, however, they more consistently
use the less charitable word "hypocrisy" without apparently dis-
tinguishing between the two). They also resort to accommoda-
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tion and compromise in adjusting their behavior between the
"ought" and the "is". When, however, it comes to the belief in
God or to the performance of what they call the "religious"-
typically students also differentiate between ethics and reli-
gion — they manifest what Han Kung once termed une passion
pour authenticite. "We may be phony about a lot of things,"
bristled one young lady, "but not about religion. We either
mean it, or nothing doing." There was no definition of what
she meant by religion but her core message was inescapably
clear. Religious masks are taboo. That's what they would like to
tear off the faces of their elders. Such sentiments certainly con-
tain a great deal that is wholesome.

III. AN ANALYSIS OF THE ORTHODOX
STUDENT CONSTITUENCY

The Orthodox students are bothered by many of those basic
intellectual and Jewish struggles discussed previously although
superficially the conduct and the language of Jewish commu-
nication are still traditional. The problems they struggle with,
especially when they first come to campus, involve challenges
to religious observance. How to keep kosher? What to do with
Sabbath classes or Holiday conflicts? Will there be an orthodox
minyan? Moreover yarmelkes are in greater evidence than ever
before. In fact, their proliferation has made them no more bi-
zarre than the sight of a beard. These young Orthodox people
are post etz ha-daat and have been deeply affected by the ten-
sions and contradictions so much a part of America's and
Jewry's pluralistic society. Moreover, their early training has
exposed them to categories of ideology and conviction, idealism
and faith — categories which come into conflict with the rela-
tivistic ethos of general campus and student life.

In addition to these struggles, the Orthodox student has to
face dilemmas which are in-group problems. They are the pro-
duct of the widespread and often bitter divisiveness which
afflict the general Orthodox community. The deflecting confu-
sion and reflecting cleavage serve only to victimize the sensitive
and pious youth.
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One of the most potent causes of this adult schism stems from
the Hitler holocaust from whose unprecedented effects the
Jewish people are still reeling. The collective will to survive has
tried to cushion the shock, so to speak, lest its blow be fatal.
Though forced underground, its subconscious force is by no
means spent.

Historically and experientially, the Orthodox community, the
closest to its immigrant roots, retains the memory and scars of
this blow most vividly and most viscerally. This holds partic-
ularly true for many of the learned rabbinic scholars who came
to these shores often bereft of kith or kin. They became the
revered heads and/or faculty of the various Yeshivot and their
influence now flows far beyond their specific Halls of Learning.
To them voluntarily turns many an orthodox young man or
woman for authoritative religious guidance. They constit*
the new class of leaders, "the G'dolim — the Great Ones."

A basic question which this learned leadership has not re-
solved — if for themselves, not for their disciples — is the re-
lationship of American Jewry to western culture in general and
American culture in particular. Are their concerns interrelated
or at least interlocking or are these two worlds completely
separate in destiny even when they co-exist? Now this is not a
political question. It is not a problem of loyalty or allegiance.
America's freedom is very precious to them — more perhaps
than to many others. They had been forced to drink of the cup
of tyranny and have not forgotten. What is at issue is a reli-
gious stance vis a vis the "outside world." In Eastern Europe
before World War lithe solution was painful but simple. The
majority had made that decision for the Jew. Here in America,
however, things seem different. What, therefore, shall be the
approach?

With no clear answer from their leaders, Orthodox students
are not quite sure whether the general society is legitimately
their religious arena. While many other Jewish young
people seek to move where the social action is, Orthodox stu-
dnts are still pondering the question whether the race problem
(not in Brooklyn where it directly affects him, but in Missis-
sippi or South Africa) or the war in Vietnam (which is still
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more remote) are within the ken of authoritative Yiddishkeit
as well. In other words, is Torah to provide a Lebensanschauung
and a concrete Lebensprogramm for a Jew's total experience
even outside of Eretz Yisrael?

His response to specifically Jewish issues as, for example,
suppression of Soviet Jewry or autopsies in Israel is quick
and passionate. In the recent Mid-East crisis, the Orthodox
young people, at least in the New York area, were the
first to volunteer. Contrast this behavior with responses to gen-
eral communal problems. Incredibly few committed Orthodox
students have found their way either to the membership or the
leadership of activist organizations devoted to the elimination
of race prejudice, the abolition of atomic war, changes in the
draft law or even the fight for greater student academic freedom.
Non-Orthodox students can be found among these aforemen-
tioned groups.

A similar confusion prevails internally as well. As in Germany
before World War I, Orthodox Jewry is still undecided how to
relate itself collectively to the non-Orthodox and non-religious
constituencies. Is there to be a total withdrawal, a strategy of
separation similar to the German-Jewish trennungsgemeinde,
despite the radical difference in the political and social cir-
cumstance? Or should there be a mid-point position guided by
the admittedly delicate formula of klape pnim-klape hutz?* Or
ought the liturgical emphasis of the Sabbath Afternoon Prayer
to be taken with social seriousness, "and who is like unto thee,
one people on earth," no matter what the risks and difficulties?

No halakhic guidance has been provided by the adult leader-
ship. Students who hail from the so-called "rightist yeshivot"
are usually among those who espouse and foster a separatistic
position. It is "we" and "they", applying to themselves the text
"Behold it is a people which shall dwell alone and shall not be
reckoned among the nations." They strive to achieve "insula-
tion through isolation." They have, moreover, settled on a "sav-
ing remnant" philosophy and have presumably given up on

* "Internal to the Jewish community or external to it." This guideline was first
proposed by the eminent Torah leader and scholar, Dr. J. B. Soloveitchik.
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"saving" the rest of Jewry. Consequently there is very little in-
teraction between this group and any other non-Orthodox bodies
on either a local, regional or national plane, and often they ex-
tend the same treatment to Orthodox groups not of their ilk.

At the other end of the pole stand collegians whose commit-
ment is also Orthodox and whose education, too, has, with some
exceptions, been largely in a Day School. During their youth,
however, many of them were part of such movements as B'nai
Akiva, Mizrachi Youth, Young Israel, National Conference of
Synagogue Youth or comparable groups in the locality. When
they get to college many of them are more prone to gather
around the Yavneh organization which in most instances func-
tions as well as an integral part of the B'nai B'fith Hillel Founda-
tion though with its own type of program. This organizational
structure tends to encourage a larger interaction with the total
Jewish student body and a concomitant willingness to face out-
ward and to bear a sense of responsibility for the klal — com-
mitted and non-committed alike. (The klape pnim klape hutz
formula does not seem too practicable, especially outside of the
Metropolitan areas. Jewish students are too few and need each
other's strength and support if they are to survive organizational-
ly. Moreover, the delicate maneuvers required by such a modus
operandi seem in a campus setting much too artificial and inap-
propriate. This is even truer in terms of fellowship and social
interaction.) Yet, despite the institutional relationship there is
still much unsureness about what is the right stance even among
these Yavneh students.

How much more so does this judgment apply to the biggest
segment in the middle. They have not made up their minds
which road to take. Their decisions are, therefore, usually less
doctrinaire and more amenable to their personal and religious
needs and the logistics of where or how they can be best filled.
This group, though the largest, seldom affiliates and thus drains
off preciously-needed strength and resources from the campus
Jewish community.

The one common denominator found in almost all Orthodox
students is their general unpreparedness for the problems of the
college experience. Their religious instructors may have side-
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stepped the challenges to traditional faith that arise from either
the natural, social or behavioral sciences. The college instructors
will not. There will be little deliberate baiting, but neither will
there be any intellectual mollycoddling. The student is given
the right to contest the conclusions which are inimical to his
faith. Their validity, however, must be opposed in a respectable
and reasoned way. They just cannot be dismissed as impious
apikorsus (heresy) — a dramatic but futile gesture all too
familiar in some traditional circles.

To this campus challenge the graduates of even the religious
High School appear unequal. They can take rightful pride in
their relative mastery of primary sources but texts, in and of
themselves, are not living ideas and translation skills are not
adequate equipment for coping with the doubts stirred in a col-
lege course. In most cases, these Torah graduates have had
little reasoned guidance in Jewish thought so that they are left,
by and large, with what Martin Buber has called "religion" not
"Torah." By the latter he meant a vivid and profound under-
standing of the word of God as teaching and instruction for life.

Equally serious is the widespread alienation one finds among
many former b'nai and b'not haYeshivah. Some of them,
products of an intensive indoctrination, cannot find their equili-
brium in the cosmopolitan, open and secular climate of the col-
lege campus. The natural assumption would then be that these
young people would hasten to seek out the constituted Jewish
community there. Observation over the years does not bear this
out. Their intensive commitments, or at least conditioning, has
made them dissatisfied with anything that appears inadequate
and inauthentic. It's not after all "the real thing." Even Yavneh
seems unable to appeal strongly to this group. Consequently, for
years they remain on the periphery, joining in only for a kosher
meal, a Festival celebration or for some special program event.
They never quite belong or find their place. The result is their
own isolation and the improverishment of others.

A similar phenomenon is observed, by the way, among other
intensive "movement people", particularly those who had seri-
ously given thought to kibbutzim' or aliyah but with the
passing of the high school years had not felt able or ready to
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implement this decision. Many of these potential leaders, too,
do not move into college Jewish life. Even the Student Zionist
Organization does not benefit from their deep commitment or
experience. On the contrary these ex-idealists are often S.Z.O.'s
and Hillel's most vehement critics charging the "Establishments"
with being too bourgeois, too "pareve", too unchallenging.
Once again, instead of contributing their zeal and skill and
loyalty, the perfectionists prefer to sacrifice the better because
they cannot have the best.

Most far-reaching, however, is the presence on every cam-
pus — and sometimes on a faculty too — of Day School alumni
who can relevantly be labeled the "we've had it" group. The
years which these people have spent in a Yeshiva environment
with its double-barrelled and highpressured curriculum seem
to explode into a rabid resistance and even negativism to further
Jewish affiliation and thought. For many, this heaviness and pall
no doubt wear off and essential balance is restored. For others
the trauma visibly continues. There seems to be a lingering
hostility and deep-seated anger that the returns, culturally or
spiritually, were not equal to the heavy investment in time,
energy and in spent youth which they were compelled to make
during those precious childhood or adolescent years. This back-
lash is frequently vicious.

This material is being reported with the full knowledge that
unthinking and inveterate foes of the Day School movement
may seek to exploit it for their own ends. Let it, therefore, be
made completely explicit that they will find in this writer no
friend or ally to their cause. In fact, the differences between us
in both the focus and intention of criticism finds a parallel in an
exchange of correspondence which apocryphally took place
years ago between the American Council for Judaism and the
Agudath Israel. The latter received a warm invitation to join
forces with the Council in a common battle against the cause of
Zionism, since they were both opposed to its philosophy. Mo-
renu Rosenheim, the then head of the Agudah organization,
strongly demurred and carefully pointed out: "The nature of
your invitation, Sir, clearly reveals that you have little under-
standing of the source and purpose of our opposition. In point
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of fact, you have confused similarity for identity, for in truth
our positions and programs are totally antithetical. Your group
opposes Zionism because it asks too much. We oppose Zionism
because it does not ask enough."

The time has come for the Day School movement, like the
State of Israel, to be recognized de facto and de jure as a per-
manent, viable and indigenous institution on the American
scene. It is far beyond the experimental stage when it had to
prove and justify its staying power and worth. Such evidence
can be seen in the innumerable lives that have been Jewishly
changed and in the communities that have been transformed by
its presence in their midst. The same can be said for the thou-
sands of young people on campus who as Day School alumni
still represent the most knowledgeable and most devoted young
Jews.

Such recognition and such admiration, however, need not
blind one to imperfections. The mortality rate both before and
after graduation cannot be discounted or dismissed. Neither
Orthodoxy nor American Jewry can afford such losses. The Day
School must, therefore, review its program in light of the cur-
rent American scene. It must be aware of the fact that a phe-
nomenally high proportion of its young people will go on to
higher education. Yet the largest part of the Day School en-
rollees will consider the eighth grade the terminal point of their
formal Jewish education. Moreover, textual tooling, even on the
High School level, will not prepare them adequately for the col-
lege challenge, no matter how many tractates of Talmud they
may acquire. The issue is the creation of a learned constituency
not only able and willing to guide their lives by Torah but
simultaneously to cope with the fundamental challenges of
scientific and secular culture. The task is indivisible in our con-
temporary world. Judaism may honestly find it cannot say "aye"
to all modernistic claims or assumptions. Then must it equip
its disciples to account reasonedly for its "nay."

This is not, of course, the sole task of the Day School. The
problem is one that involves the whole "believing" community.
Nevertheless, the Torah academy is the best instrument for
Jewish perpetuation American Jewry has evolved to date. To its
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professionals must be assigned the task of translating these
needs into educational curricula and programs. They have the
experience and know-how and their dedication has been ade-
quately demonstrated, though inadequately acknowledged.
Should the massiveness and complexity of the assignment require
outside expertise this cooperation will, undoubtedly, be pro-
ferred upon invitation. The need, however, is urgent and the
time is pressing.

It is highly noteworthy that a similar soul-searching is cur-
rently taking place in Israel, and what is equally remarkable,
within the educational ranks of the so-called right wings of Or-
thodoxy, Agudah and Poalei Agudah. The thirteenth anniversary
Journal of the Horeb schools, originally founded on the Hirsch
Torah im Derekh Eretz System of Frankfurt, featured an ar-
ticle by a distinguished educator, Mr. Moshe Arend, the former
headmaster of the Jerusalem Horeb School for girls, entitled
"The Problem of Segregation in our Education." It takes to
task the "self righteousness" and "isolationism" of so much of
Orthodox instruction as well as the widespread practice of cheat-
ing which, pervading Israeli student life, has not spared even
the most religious of schools. This, he regrets, has gone too un-
noticed and uncondemned by rabbinic authority. Moreover, the
need on the part of the religious teacher to affirm the common
heritage of both the observant and the non-observant was also
stressed by Mr. Arend. The contributions made by those who
were apparently "devoid of religious practise" were very positive
and merited more significant attention. For they had a dis-
tinguished record "in the sacred task of helping the unfortunate
and in the saving of Jewish life." No mean credit in Jewish tra-
dition!

A more formal critique came from the pen of the very well
known writer and educator, Mr. Eliyahu Kitov (Mokotovsky),
and was published in the official journal of the Agudat Israel
Teachers' Association, Niv Lamoreh. The gravamen of his cen-
sure was focused on the unbalanced diet of Torah studies given
to Israeli children, in which Talmud had assumed a regrettable
role as status symbol and thereby relegated almost every other
sacred study to the domain of the secular. The consequences, he
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claimed, were most severe. "We are witnesses," he lamented, "to
the highest percentage of pupils dropping out of our schools . . .
without continuing their Torah studies. . . . When they leave,
what do they take away with them? Neither Bible, nor Mishnah,
nor Talmud!" Mr. Kitov called for a revolutionary return to
the classical emphasis on prior and thorough understanding of
the living relevance of such sources as Bible and Mishnah as
prescribed by the Wisdom of the Sages.

So much for the debit side! The credit side of traditional cam-
pus life, however, is also worthy of presentation. Just two de-
cades or so ago, as the writer vividly recalls, it took heroic
hardiness for a young student on a mid-western campus to ad-
mit publicly — and especially to demonstrate — that he was a
Torah-abiding Jew. Observance was maintained at profound
personal sacrifice and the price was usually great spiritual and
even social loneliness. A "kippah" on a non-liturgical occasion
was rare and an appeal of a Sabbath conflict with a scheduled
exam, a cause célèbre for the college administration. The role
of the Hillel director in sustaining these "single ones" has not
yet been adequately told.

Today the picture has changed radically. The presence of
larger numbers of committed young people, presentable, articu-
late and respectable, has been an educative experience for stu-
dents, faculty and administration alike. Sh'mirat mitzvot is, of
course, still a problem in campuses remote from metropolitan
centers. Nevertheless, the problem is reducible to manageable
proportions. Moreover, little resistance is encountered from
faculty or administration — the harsh exception is usually a co-
religionist or anti-Semite — in accommodating a student's re-
ligious calendar. On the contrary, the college personnel are
usually quite cooperative — a testimony not only to the enlarged
understanding of the institution but also to the determination of
Jewish students to abide by their faith.

Beyond a shadow of a doubt, the richest and healthiest mani-
festation of this growing Torah life in America is the birth of
the Yavneh organization. It was not the child of any adult pres-
sure group, nor even an extension of a denominational and insti-
tutional interest. From the very beginning, it was the creation
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of vigorous young people, self-wheeling and self-motivating,
seeking to serve the felt needs of traditional students on campus.
Resisting the push and pull of extremes, the leadership has until
today retained its original breadth of approach, maintaining a
fairly open-door policy to the total community, thereby gaining
to its ranks substantial numbers of non-Orthodox affiliates. This
non-isolation policy, adopted and maintained against some heavy
bombardment from the right, has not at all impaired Yavneh's
clear self-image or compromised its unequivocal raison d'être.
Its determination to help the Torah student to meet in a face-
to-face confrontation the spiritual and intellectual thrusts of
western, rational thought has remained undiminished. In fact, it
was this resolve not to remain a parochial, beleaguered minority
compelled to take refuge in some spiritual ghetto, which per-
suaded it to enter into the larger Jewish community of Hillel on
campus and thereby exemplify its relationship to and invest-
ment in the whole. This spirit also underlies the quality of as-
sociation between such organizations as National Young Israel
or other local groups with Hillel in arranging for Kosher facili-
ties. The integrity of neither party has been impaired.

For Yavneh, however, the days of frontier-building are al-
ready over. It is a solid well-established group with cleai "func-
tions and effective organization. At such a moment, the danger
always looms that the revolutionary spirit which moved the
original "founding fathers" may begin to wane. Intellectual
verve and religious élan seem to flow more passionately in crisis
than in success. So do visions and dreams! This concern is al-
ready anticipated in the courageous and hard-hitting convention-
call sent out a few years ago by the then National President.
He wrote: "Our movement has begun to grow stolid and self-
satisfied. . . Just to keep the movement alive . . . cannot be an
end in itself. . . There was a refreshing boldness, honesty and
enthusiasm about Yavneh and Yavneh people. The eagerness
and idealism of youth is giving way to the sterile smugness of
middle age. . . Our aim must be to change our religious life
from socially-conditioned, passive conformity to a deeply per-
sonal, active orakh hayim." Moreover, he reflects soberly "on
the stiffening thought, attitudes and behavior which have plagued
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Orthodoxy as it has attempted to counterbalance other tend-
encies in Judaism," and he warns that such a trend "may well
develop into a rigor mortis which would drain practice and be-
lief of all meaning and relevance to contemporary experience.
Outwardly, traditional Judaism in America seems to be matur-
ing and growing but the speed and novelty of this 'success' may
be so dazzling as to obscure the foundation of the structure,"
which in his judgment may be quite weak. He, therefore, calls
to his peers to remember that "we still have our dreams of im-
proving Jewish education, of reforming certain institutions and
strengthening others and, above all, of improving ourselves in
the eyes of God." Youth even more than adults cannot live by
bread alone. They need a dream not just a project, even when
it is as important as shiurim, Shabbatonim, conferences, and the
like. These can only serve as conduits of idealism, not as the
vision itself. This is the Orthodox need for the young people of
our times — a task worthy of any generation.

A similar promise is starting to be manifest on the faculty
level as well. More and more b'nai-Torah and musmakhim are
beginning to turn their intellectual talents and skills toward the
college classrooms. This is particularly true in the fields of mathe-
matics and science where the opportunities for research as well
as teaching seem to be increasingly attractive. This phenomenon,
however, is not entirely absent from the humanities and social
sciences as well.

The presence of larger groups of Orthodox faculty may help
dispel the miasma of ignorance regarding Orthodoxy. Negatively
Orthodoxy is very well known. The resistance to the Boston
Ecumenical Conference, the protestations against Israeli autop-
sies, the picket lines in opposition to a Synagogue Council of
America dinner draw double columns everywhere. It is only re-
grettable that intellectual opinion-moulders know so much less
about what Orthodox Jewry stands for than what it stands
against. The public relations apparatus seems to operate so much
more effectively and dramatically in the latter category.

To achieve a greater receptivity to Orthodox thought will
simultaneously require a greater involvement by the growing
group of Orthodox faculty in the general life of the college corn-
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munity. Their visibility or participation in terms of their Ortho-
dox stance are usually minimal. This is unfortunate because
where and when it has been manifested, especially by academi-
cians of distinction and achievement, the effects have been
electrical and highly encouraging especially to the younger men
on the faculty who are still eagerly vying for acceptance and
even tenure. Too often, in the absence of such models, they prefer
the stratagem of absence or silence. No temptation to com-
promise is then presented, while the alternatives seem to include
unfavorable risk.

An affirmative and honest posture is especially important in
our day. More and more institutions are not only, as indicated
above, introducing formal courses in religion but in addition
are deliberately seeking out academicians of the Jewish faith.
They are earnestly interested in having Judaism authentically
represented in the intellectual pantheon of world thought. Con-
sequently they are turning to young Jewish scholars who would
teach Judaic courses in, for example, Bible, Hebrew, Jewish
History and other cognate subjects. Naturally, these colleagues
will tend to become the spokesmen for Jewish knowledge and
thought. Yet it seems that most appointments in these fields are
coming from non-traditional ranks.

Yet the possibilities seem unlimited. The Orthodox com-
munity, especially the Yeshivot, ought to encourage some of
their best students to consider such a career of Jewish scholar-
ship. So many are reluctant to enter the congregational rab-
binate. The campus offers a profitable alternative, both ma-
terially and intellectually. In addition a concerted program is
needed in the area of reading materials for college use. Both
faculty and students would welcome any Jewish effort to fill this
gaping need. There is, however, an even greater shortage of
books written by traditional scholars. Here the vacuum is tragic
because there is an increasing reservoir of talent among Jewish
intelligentsia, many of whom are not only grounded in tradition
but are equipped to communicate with modern man in the ac-
cents of the 20th century. This situation will not be rectified
until these rich resources are harnessed to such creative ends,
but the opportunity for such a breakthrough is now present and
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quite practicable.
With these comments, the exploration comes to an end. It is

too vast a task to be covered by any single man. Hopefully, it
has become obvious that the stake of American Jewry in col-
lege youth is unusually great. For technological demands and
mass education have made the campus the locus of decision re-
garding the Jewish future. It will either be cultivated and seeded
properly or American Jewry will produce a crop of thorns and
thistles. Fertile soil cannot remain without some harvest. The
Orthodox community must be alerted to the great challenges
and opportunities of the campus. Until recently the college was
regarded as a spiritual no-man's land replete only with dangers
to the Torah young man or woman. This youth, however, un-
heeding of such mature caution has also succeeded in disclosing
the exciting potential for broader horizons of achievement and
growth. Above all, however, the college years seem to be a
time of awakening for many young people who, feeling great
dissatisfaction with contemporary affluence seek release from its
spiritual vacuity and ennui. This may be the first step towards
a meaningful quest for a mature faith in the midst of a seemingly
absurd world. To exploit this moment of truth, however, will
require more than just preachment and precept. A decision for
God, asserts Novak, will not be made on the basis of "explana-
tion alone but of experience, not of logic but a way of life."
The community to which Jewish youth will give its loyalty will
have to incarnate this equation of Torah as Lehre and Leben
(Teaching and Life). For only in the presence of such a model
will young people be ready to open a dialogue with a living
and classical past, converting its energy into an eternally con-
temporary present.
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